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ARIZONA: THE HUB FOR DRIVERLESS VEHICLES

The race is on to put driverless vehicles on the road, and Arizona is right in the
middle of it. In early 2016, Google announced that Arizona would become the
fourth location in the country to have the program brought to their cities.
Arizona welcomed the program with open arms. Governor Doug Ducey said,
“Google’s selection of Arizona for this testing program is just another sign that
Arizona is on the cutting-edge when it comes to innovation.”
With 12 driverless vehicles initially hitting the roads in Chandler, Google soon
moved to neighboring cities including Phoenix, Mesa, Tempe, and Gilbert. These
cities provided extreme heat, five-stack traffic lights, haboobs, and plenty of golf
course crossings, all climates and situations Google wanted to test their vehicles in.
While many were excited to have Google in their state, some were suspicious of the
program, specifically as it related to job security and safety on the roads. However,
the program actually led to an increase of jobs in the area. Google offered local
drivers the opportunity to act as “vehicle safety specialists” who would be behind
the wheel of each driverless vehicle, ready to take over at a moment’s notice.
Employees were offered $20 per hour driving cars for six to eight hours a day.
As far as safety is concerned, there doesn’t seem to be an issue there either. In
August 2016, Google vehicles were involved in three accidents. In two of the
accidents, however, drivers were manually operating the vehicle. In the final
instance, a Google vehicle was rear-ended while in the autonomous mode.
While Arizona cities were just getting used to Google vehicles in their
neighborhood, Uber announced that they too were moving their self-driving
vehicle testing to Arizona. The announcement came on December 22 nd.
Uber was initially testing their vehicles in San Francisco, but after California DMV
revoked registrations for the vehicles, they decided to head to Arizona. Ducey was
quoted saying, “Arizona welcomes Uber self-driving cars with open arms and
wide open roads. While California put the brakes on innovation and change with
more bureaucracy and more regulation, Arizona is paving the way for new
technology and new business.” Uber is expected to begin operating vehicles by the
end of January 2017.
As driverless cars pave the way for one of the most exciting technological advances
in years, Arizona will play a significant role in making that a reality.

WHO IS GARAGEFLY?

GarageFly.com is an Arizona-based, comprehensive
online resource that delivers automotive peace of
mind to consumers. Drivers seeking information about
reputable auto repair shops and auto body shops can
read validated reviews for shops throughout the area,
and quickly book an appointment online. GarageFly
empowers consumers with information from reviews
so they feel confident in their choice. To find out
about our latest promotions, please visit us online at
www.GarageFly.com!

CAR ACCIDENTS: THE UGLY TRUTH

WHAT OTHERS SAY – A SAMPLE OF OUR ONLINE REVIEWS

More reviews at:

http://www.garagefly.com/shop/Toms-Auto-Body-Inc-Phoenix
LUCID MOTORS BRINGS 2,000 JOBS TO ARIZONA

In late November 2016, California-based company Lucid Motors announced that
Casa Grande, Arizona would be home to their newest assembly plant. As the
company begins building and production, they’ve promised to provide 2,000 jobs
over the next five years, with hiring starting as early as next year.
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